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Teaching the Release Cue

Release Cue: Okay! Game

It is important to have a release word,
whether it is ‘okay’ or another word of
your choice. A release cue is the ‘off
switch’ for any behavior that the dog is
required to hold.

Your release cue is the only word that
releases your dog from a behavior like
sit or down or another duration
behavior.

Avoid using the next behavior cue as a release word, because a dog’s
learning is based on anticipation and the next behavior cue may start with a
variety of sounds. This means that if somebody talks to you while your dog
is in a maintain behavior and you speak to them, your dog may release
themselves. To avoid this problem, have one clear release word.

To teach your dog the release word, attach it to her movement out of
position. For example if a puppy is learning to sit and will only sit for one or
two seconds, cue the dog to release from the sit with ‘okay’ before she
moves. Click and reinforce the movement out of position. This captures the
release behavior. You can also prompt the release by tossing a toy. This is a
great way to teach a dog to blast out of a duration position, it is fun and can
be used in many ways.

In order to train effectively, the behavior that you require must be clearly
defined. Your dog needs to have complete clarity about when to sit and
when she can stand up. Without this consistency, you will probably face
challenges with all your duration behaviors.
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Training a Great Maintain and Release Behavior

Sit your dog in a low distraction area, take one step away from her and click
while you are moving, then reinforce while the dog is sitting. Begin asking
the dog questions like:

 Can you sit while I dance around
 Can you sit while I move in a circle around you
 Start with easy questions and ping-pong your way to harder ones

Remember that only your release word prompts the dog getting up. Be sure
to proof lots of other words too, but not words that start with the same
letter or syllable. For example, if you are using ‘okay’ as a release cue then
don't use the words ‘oh my’ to proof your dog’s maintain behavior. Instead
use words like ‘paper’ or ‘butterfly’ which do not have similar sounds.

To set up for success, maintain a high rate of reinforcement. The harder the
proof (whether you are proofing maintain or release), the more money it
pays after the click.


